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Abstract: Contemporary exhibitions are increasingly
staged using extensive and often interactivemedia. To cre-
ate such exhibitions, exhibition design companies employ
professionals from a wide range of different disciplines.
The support of interdisciplinary exhibition designers in
the design process is one goal of research in Human-
Computer Interaction. This includes the deployment of
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) Tools that enable professionals from
all disciplines involved to design and create interactive
media themselves. In this paper, we will present Argus
Vision, a DIY Tool, which allows exhibition designers the
use of camera-tracking to rapidly prototype and develop
immersive exhibitions and interactive installations. We
successfully usedArgusVision in two real-world case stud-
ies both in the prototyping and in the deployment of two
installations in exhibitions. Additionally, we conducted
expert interviews with exhibition designers, investigating
the tool’s usefulness for them.

Keywords: Exhibition Design, Tracking Tool, Rapid Proto-
typing, DIY, Kinect, Blended Museum, Proxemics

1 Introduction

In contemporary exhibitions, artifacts are no longer solely
presented in a clean exhibition room but are staged in or-
der to create a thematically coherent narrative for visitors
[13]. In this approach, called scenography, a variety of dif-
ferent instruments is used, such as such as light, sound,
graphic design, and interactive media [9]. This vast num-
ber of techniquesmakes it necessary for exhibition design-
ers to work in interdisciplinary teams or to outsource the
implementation of parts of the exhibition [20]. Especially
the realization of interactive exhibitions is very expensive,
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allowing only large exhibition design companies to design
and deploy such exhibitions. One approach in recent re-
search in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is to provide
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) Tools to enable exhibition designers
from all disciplines and with varying programming skills
to implement interactive exhibitions themselves [14, 16,
19]. The need for such tools is highlighted by the example
ofMESODigital Interiors, a leading exhibition design com-
pany that provides the DIY Software Tool vvvv,1 a visual
programming environment, which is widely used for the
rapid prototyping and development of interactive media
and explicitly made for people with basic programming
skills. By conducting five semi-structured interviews with
exhibition designers of leading exhibition design compa-
nies in Germany we elicited requirements for the design of
such DIY Tools. They have to be easy to use and therefore
reduce the required programming skill to aminimum, pro-
videdirect visual feedbackon interaction, and should sup-
port rapid prototyping and the fast changing of settings
on site. Furthermore, these tools should be designed ex-
plicitly for common interactive use cases in exhibitions.
These include interactive walls [17], tabletops [4], tangible
interaction [2] or kinetic installations [1], all of which are
research areas in HCI and therefore well explored.

Anew trend inmanymodern exhibitions is to immerse
the visitors, casting them as actors instead of mere spec-
tators. In such exhibitions, visitors have an actual influ-
ence on parts of the exhibition explicitly by touching the
exhibits or by body movement or implicitly by entering a
specific area in the exhibition [12, 6]. We can also explain
this increasing interest in such exhibition concepts by the
spread of ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) technologies.
The termwas coined in 1991 by MarkWeiser and describes
his vision of a future, where technology seamlessly inte-
grates into everyday life [25]. With devices such as tablets
and smartphones that many people carry with them every
day, part of this vision has become a reality. Weiser also
describes the communication between all these devices
and the automatic adaptation of these devices to user sit-
uations. For example, a smartphone could automatically

1 https://vvvv.org/ (last access: January 7, 2019).
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mute itself when the owner is in a concert or cinema. We
can transfer this vision to immersive exhibitions. For ex-
ample, an exhibit could only show additional information
if a visitor turns to it or stays there for a particular time;
room lighting could change depending on the number of
people in the room. These immersive interaction concepts
are by and large implemented using implicit and explicit
proxemic interactions, which are difficult to design [15].

Our main contribution is the provision of the DIY
Tracking Tool Argus Vision. It allows exhibition designers
with basic or no programming skills the design and imple-
mentation of implicit and explicit proxemic interactions
byabstracting complex trackingalgorithmsusingmultiple
Kinect version 2 cameras into a simple user interface. We
support the rapid prototyping and development of prox-
emic interaction concepts and the change of settings on
site by the use of Triggerzones, virtual three-dimensional
areas, which detect the presence of visitors. To evaluate
whether the tool is applicable in exhibitions and usable
by exhibition designers, we used the tool in the design
and deployment of two installations at exhibitions and
conducted five expert interviews with exhibition design-
ers.

2 Background and Related Work

We surveyed contemporary exhibitions and their use of
tracking technologies to gain an understanding of which
features a Tracking Tool for exhibition designers has to
provide. Based on these findings, we investigated existing
tracking toolkits and their applicability for the exhibition
design sector.

2.1 Exhibitions Using Tracking Technologies

The implicit and explicit interaction with exhibits and in-
stallations through natural body movement plays an in-
tegral role in the creation of immersive exhibitions [10].
In order to detect the movement of visitors in an exhibi-
tion space, different tracking technologies have been used
such as depth cameras [23], RFID [5], or infrared sensors
[18]. The choice of tracking technology strongly depends
onwhich data an exhibit requires.We distinguish between
three general use cases for interactive media using track-
ing technologies in museums.
– Interactive media using gesture interaction
– Interactive media using full-body interaction
– Interactive media using proxemic data

In the following, we will describe these use cases by high-
lighting examples from contemporary exhibitions and
their use of tracking data.

2.1.1 Interactive Media Using Gesture Interaction

Gesture interaction is an interaction technique rarely used
in exhibitions. One reason for that is that even state of
the art controllers, such as the leap motion, still require
a rather controlled environment to function flawlessly.
Moreover, learning different gestures to control an instal-
lation poses an additional challenge for the visitors. In
contrast, simple tangible installations can be found often.
While these installations are mostly marker-based or us-
ing capacitive sensors, they can also be implemented us-
ing infrared sensors or camera tracking. A simple use case
for such an installation can be seen in the exhibition Salt
Worldwide [2]. Here, visitors can touch capacitive salt crys-
tals, which are mounted on a table showing a large world
map. When a crystal is touched, additional information is
shown about the salt mines at their respective location.

2.1.2 Interactive Media Using Full-Body Interaction

To capture the whole body of visitors without using mo-
tion capture suits, depth cameras like the Kinect can be
used. At an interactive installation in the exhibition Mi-
cropia, the complete skeleton of the visitors is tracked (see
Figure 1) [3]. Visitors can explore a visual representation
of their own body, which is shown on a large display. The
display also shows additional information about specific
body parts and the microbes living there. Other applica-
tions only use the contour of trackedpersons. These instal-
lations, such as the installation ICE, offer a playful inter-
action [11]. Here, the visitors’ contour and movement are
represented abstractly in a projection (see Figure 1).

2.1.3 Interactive Media Using Proxemic Data

Most installations and exhibitions using tracking technol-
ogy use proxemic data, which can be categorized based
on five proxemic dimensions as described by Greenberg
et al. – distance, orientation, movement, identity, and lo-
cation [7]. In the majority of these immersive experiences,
however, only the proxemic dimensions distance and loca-
tion are used, since only the position of the visitors within
a virtual interaction space or their entering of a particular
area of the interaction space needs to be detected.
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Figure 1: Two interactive installations using full-body interaction. Left: Micropia (Photo: Thijs Wolzak, © ART+COM AG). Right: ICE (Photo:
© Jun Takagi).

Figure 2: Two installations where the position of the visitors influences either a small interaction space (left) or the whole exhibition space
(right). Left: Enteractive (Photo: © Electroland). Right: Time Machine (Photo: © TAMSCHICK).

This data is often used to provide the visitors with ad-
ditional content when they enter a specific space around
an exhibit. For example, in the exhibition Mariko Mori –
Oneness, circleswere drawnon the floor in front of individ-
ual works of art [12]. Infrared sensors detected if a visitor
entered such a circle. The visitors were then able to hear
additional information about the artwork in front of them
from directional loudspeakers. In a media station, Cafaro
et al. combined a depth camera and RFID technology to
present personalized content to several visitors simultane-
ously [5]. RFID was used to determine the identity of the
visitors, the depth camera to determine their distance to
the media station. In the installation Enteractive, visitors
are tracked on a large floor of LED lights [6]. The position
of the visitors determines the displayed light patterns (see
Figure 2).

In the immersive exhibition Time Machine both the
walls and the floor in the room are staged using projec-
tions, which tell a continuous story (see Figure 2). In or-
der to give visitors the feeling of being part of the story,
their position and movements are reflected abstractly on
the floor [23]. Lastly, interactive media can also be used to
create a narrative between different exhibits, connecting
them either by presenting information that thematically
connects different exhibits or by guiding the visitors along

a specific path through the exhibition. In the showroom
of the company KUKA, visitors are registered by a tracking
system, which controls a light that guides them through
the exhibition [24]. However, in this area only a few exam-
ples for the use of interactive media using tracking tech-
nology exist.

2.2 Tracking Toolkits

In the previous section, we have presented different use
cases of tracking technology in museums. While some ex-
amples for the use of gesture or full-body interaction exist,
amajority of installations onlymake use of proxemic data.
Therefore, in the design of Argus Vision,we focused on en-
abling the design of these installations.

Several toolkits have been developed with the aim to
provide easier access to proxemic data using tracking de-
vices, albeit with different target user groups. The Prox-
imity Toolkit [15] and SoD-Toolkit [21] are toolkits for the
prototyping and development of ubiquitous spaces. Both
toolkits feature GUIs to monitor the tracking results and
set up the devices. However, these tools were neither de-
signed for the use in exhibitions nor for people with basic
programming skills. A major disadvantage of the Proxim-
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ity Toolkit is its dependence on motion capture systems to
use its full set of features, e. g., the use of fixed-features
to detect whether a person is entering a specific area in
the room. As these systems need markers to detect per-
sons, they are not suitable for the use in exhibitions. The
Kinect’s skeleton tracking can be used to enrich the track-
ing data of the motion capture system. The SoD-Toolkit al-
lows the use of a variety of sensors like mobile devices to
detect the orientation of a person or the Leap Motion for
gesture detection. To detect the position of people, it uses
the skeleton tracking of the Kinect. Since both toolkits rely
on the proprietary skeleton tracking of the Kinect, it is nec-
essary to position the camera in body height and parallel
to the floor, which creates difficulties in hiding the hard-
ware in an exhibition. Additionally, both toolkits provide
a range of data and settings for research in proxemic in-
teraction. A majority of these is not necessary for the use
in exhibitions and only makes the user interface and the
processing of tracking data more complex.

In contrast, TSPS2 and KinectA [8] are tools designed
explicitly for the use in creative applications and exhibi-
tions. Both feature simple user interfaces and allow the
use of blob or skeleton tracking algorithms to detect ob-
jects and persons in the camera image. However, they do
not offer support for multiple cameras, thus limiting the
exhibition space that can be effectively monitored. Most
importantly, they only provide access to continuous track-
ing data, which still needs to be processed further (e. g.,
calculating the position of a blob in relation to an installa-
tion) which is a challenging step for people with little pro-
gramming skills. Thus, even though these tools are devel-
oped for the use in exhibitions, they are still intended for
designers with a background in programming.

In contrast to the relatedwork,weprovide an easy and
fast way for exhibition designers to use camera-tracking
that is still complex enough to implement a wide range of
contemporary installations and interactive exhibits. At the
same time, we support the rapid prototyping of such me-

2 http://www.tsps.cc (last access: January 7, 2019).

dia remotely and on site.Weprimarily focused on enabling
designers with few or no programming skills to make use
of the earlier mentioned continuous and binary measure-
ments of the proxemic dimensions distance and location.

3 Argus Vision
In this section, wewill introduce the DIY Tracking Tool Ar-
gus Vision. First, we will explain the architecture and user
interface of the tool to showhow the tool can be used in ex-
hibition spaces. Then, we will describe the user detection
and tracking algorithm used in the tool, before we intro-
duce the Triggerzone functionality. We specifically high-
light their benefit for the usability of the tool. The source
code of Argus Vision is available to the public3 andwritten
in Processing,4 a programming environment and language
commonly used for creating interactivemedia. This allows
exhibition designers to participate in the further develop-
ment of the tool.

3.1 Overview

Argus Vision can be regarded asmiddleware, providing all
the necessary tracking data to be used in animations, in-
stallations, andother interactivemedia. ArgusVision itself
is divided into twomain components (see Figure 3), which
are communicating via local network – Argus Control and
Argus Kinect.

The main task of Argus Kinect is to process the raw
depth data from the Kinect and to send the processed data
to Argus Control. When the application starts, it automat-
ically starts the Kinect and loads settings from the previ-
ous session if available. Since all settings are made in Ar-
gus Control, the user interface of Argus Kinect only allows
the user to enter the data required for communicationwith

3 https://github.com/hcigroupkonstanz/ArgusVision (last access:
January 7, 2019).
4 https://processing.org/ (last access: January 7, 2019).

Figure 3: The architecture of Argus Vision.

http://www.tsps.cc
https://github.com/hcigroupkonstanz/ArgusVision
https://processing.org/
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Figure 4: The user interface of Argus Kinect.

Argus Control (see Figure 4). These are a unique name for
the Kinect and a port on which Argus Control and Argus
Kinect will communicate. This division makes it possible
to use multiple Kinects, each controlled by one computer
running an entity of Argus Kinect. Furthermore, it ensures
that for everyKinect the tracking algorithmperforms at the
same speed, which is especially important in applications
where tracking data should be visually represented with-
out glitches, e. g., if the tracked silhouette is shown in a
projection. Argus Kinect forwards the processed tracking
data to Argus Control, which bundles the data from all Ar-
gus Kinect-entities and sends these results to one client,
for example, a programming environment for interactive
media (vvvv, Processing), a game engine (Unity) or DIY
Hardware Tools (Arduino).

In order to make the setup of a connection between
Argus Control and Argus Kinect easier, we implemented a
broadcasting method, automatically connecting an Argus
Kinect-entity to an available Argus Control-entity if they
are in the samenetwork.As longasArgusKinect is not con-
nected to Argus Control, it sends a communication request
via local network in a specific time interval and waits for a
response from Argus Control. If it receives a response, Ar-
gus Control and Argus Kinect automatically set up a TCP
connection for the lossless transfer of settings and a UDP
connection to stream images from the respective Kinects.
The tracking data itself is sent viaOSC, a popular and easy-
to-use network protocol in interactive media. This ensures
that many applications commonly used in exhibitions can
receive and process the data.

All of the functions available in Argus Vision are bun-
dled into the user interface of Argus Control. It is divided

into three parts: In the Communication and Triggerzone
settings, the user can set up a connection between Argus
Control and Argus Kinect as well as between Argus Con-
trol and a client. Moreover, one can manage the Trigger-
zones as seen in Figure 5a. The user can add them to or
delete them from a scene and can position and rotate them
using exact measurements as input. The tracking algo-
rithm – specific for every Kinect-entity – is set up in the
Kinect controls (see Figure 5b). The configuration consists
of two steps. Firstly, the current camera frame is saved as a
background image for the tracking. Secondly, the user has
to set two threshold values, which determine when a rec-
ognized change in the camera image is registered as a per-
son. In the Kinect view (see Figure 5c), the user has access
to four different visualizations of the Kinect data.

A depth and infrared stream can be used to visualize
the room regardless of the room’s lighting,while a tracking
view shows all detected persons in the room. A point cloud
view is used to manage the existing Triggerzones and to
view the room in a 3D environment. By using all of the
functions of Argus Vision, users have access to the follow-
ing data:
– For each person: id, age (time of stay in the scene,

measured in frames), centroid, contour, velocity,
acceleration

– For each Triggerzone: id, occupancy level, occupancy
per person

3.2 User Detection & Tracking

In Argus Vision, we used a modified form of the back-
ground subtraction algorithm, where the current frame of
a camera is compared to a previously saved background
frame in order to find differences between the two. Inmost
cases, this process is applied to 2D images, where the color
values of each pixel have to be compared to the color val-
ues of the pixels of the background image (e. g., [26]). The
pixels of the current frame which exceed a certain differ-
ence threshold are written to a new image, which then
only shows those parts of the image that have changed.
In Argus Kinect, we can simplify this process by just com-
paring the depth value of each pixel in the current frame
with the depth value of the same pixel in the background
frame. If the difference between these values is larger than
a user-specified threshold, we can assume that a feature
in the room has changed, e. g., a person has moved or en-
tered the field of view of the Kinect. We then color that
pixel white, otherwise black. In Figure 6 we show two im-
ages resulting from this rule: Figure 6a is the result of ap-
plying the Background Subtraction algorithm to an empty
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Figure 5: The user interface of Argus Control is divided into Communication and Triggerzone settings (a), Kinect controls (b) and the Kinect
View (c). In the latter, three Triggerzones are placed on the edge of a table.

Figure 6: Results of the Detection Process of Argus Vision against an unsaved background (a), a saved background (b), and with activated
contour-tracing (c).

background, a backgroundwhere the depth value for each
pixel is zero (white pixel) or undefined (black pixel). Fig-
ure 6b shows a successful background subtraction against
the frame shown in Figure 6a. We then use OpenCV5 to ex-
tract additional features from this image, such as the con-

5 https://opencv.org (last access: January 7, 2019).

tour and centroid of each person (see Figure 6c). The result
of this algorithm yields a finite set of 2D-contours, which
in turn consist of a finite set of 2D-pixels. Since small er-
rors (seen as smaller white pixels in figure 6b) can occur in
the background subtraction, that can also be recognized
as contours, we exclude contours that are smaller than a
certain user-specified threshold. Finally, the pixels are as-
signed their depth values of the Kinect again. As a result of

https://opencv.org
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this step, the 3D-contour of each person in the interaction
space is obtained.

These centroids are then used to assign and maintain
a constant id to each person as long as they remain in
the camera image. For this, we calculate a distance ma-
trix, comparing the distances of all centroids of the previ-
ous frame with those of the current frame. We then check
this distance matrix for its minimum, i. e., we search for
the smallest distance between a centroid from the previ-
ous and the current frame. If we find a minimum, we as-
sign the id of the centroid of the previous frame to the cen-
troid of the current frame. We then remove both centroids
and all their entries from the distance matrix. We repeat
this process until only new or old centroids are left. The
former occurs exactly when one or more persons have en-
tered the camera space, i. e., the total number of persons
increased.We add the new centroids to the already tracked
persons with a new ID. Conversely, this means that the lat-
ter case occurs exactly when one ormore persons have left
the camera space. We then remove these from the list of
tracked persons.

This algorithm is a simple form of user detection and
tracking and inferior to the quality of the skeleton tracking
of the Kinect. However, the skeleton tracking only func-
tions properly when the Kinect is mounted horizontally in
front of the tracked persons. Yet in most exhibitions, the
hardware is hidden to not alter the desired aesthetic of the
respective exhibition room. Therefore, in contrast to most
otherGUI-toolkits for theKinect,weneeded tomake it pos-
sible to use the Kinect from all different positions and an-
gles, e. g., tomount it on the ceiling.Moreover,making use
of skeleton data is not necessary for simple proxemic inter-
actions, where mostly the dimension distance is used.

3.3 Triggerzones

With the introduction of Triggerzones, we greatly reduce
the programming effort for exhibition designers. Trigger-
zones are virtual areas in a room, which detect the pres-
ence of visitors and therefore resemble light barriers in
their behavior. At the time of writing, we support quad-
shaped areas. However, since the algorithm used to de-
tect whether a person is in the area can be used for ev-
ery convex shape, we will support other shapes, espe-
cially radii, in a future version of the tool. The Trigger-
zones can be positioned and rotated freely in the camera-
view using two different possibilities. Firstly, the users can
use the settings menu to assign exact values for the posi-
tion and rotation of each Triggerzone. However, position-
ing three-dimensional objects like the Triggerzones in two-

dimensional images can be difficult as it is hard to esti-
mate the distance between the objects and the camera.
In order to address this, we implemented a point cloud
view. A point cloud shows three-dimensional points in a
virtual three-dimensional space. Exhibition designers can
navigate this view using a virtual camera with which they
can view the room from all perspectives and drag and
drop the Triggerzones to their desired position (see Fig-
ure 5c). This makes it easy to position the areas on ob-
ject surfaces or floors accurately.With the Triggerzone con-
cept, we reduce the results of the camera-tracking to on-
and-off-statements, which can be easily processed in other
applications through simple if-then-else expressions. In
the simplest use case, this can mean that a sound or an-
imation is triggered when a visitor enters an exhibition
space. In a more complex example, several different-sized
Triggerzones could be stacked to serve as proxemic zones
around an exhibit. With this functionality, we support the
rapid prototyping of interaction concepts by eliminating
the need towrite complex and time-consuming algorithms
aswell as the implementation of simple installations, e. g.,
triggering an animation when a person touches an exhibit
or enters different areas in a room. Additionally, this en-
ables exhibition designers to design their installations re-
motely and to adjust their interaction concepts to anyother
setting by repositioning, adding or deleting Triggerzones
on site.

4 Evaluation
To evaluate whether Argus Vision is applicable in the area
of exhibition design, we used the tool in the development
of two installations in two different exhibitions. Both ex-
hibitions were created as part of the research project and
lecture series Blended Museum,6 in which students from
the fields of architecture, history, communication design
and human-computer interaction work on innovative ex-
hibition concepts. The case studies differ not only themat-
ically, but also in their use of Argus Vision. In the instal-
lation Bruch, we used the centroids of the detected per-
sons. In the development phase of another installation,
we used Triggerzones to detect the interaction of visitors.
In addition, in this installation, we were able to exam-
ine to what extent Argus Vision could be linked to an-
other DIY tool for the exhibition area. Lastly,we conducted
five expert interviews with exhibition designers to fur-

6 https://hci.uni-konstanz.de/en/research/research-projects/
blended-museum/ (last access: January 7, 2019).

https://hci.uni-konstanz.de/en/research/research-projects/blended-museum/
https://hci.uni-konstanz.de/en/research/research-projects/blended-museum/
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Figure 7: A visitor destroyed the virtual glass by getting too close to the projection.

ther assess the usefulness of the tool for the specific do-
main.

4.1 Case Study “Bruch”

We displayed the interactive installation Bruch as part
of the exhibition Tell Genderes – 20 Meter Menschheits-
geschichte7 for six weeks at a local exhibition space. The
installationwas set up in a dedicated room,which focused
on the current political situation in Syria and the associ-
ated loss of cultural heritage through art trade, theft, and
destruction. A destroyed showcase was displayed in the
middle of the room, metaphorically representing the de-
stroyed and disappeared cultural artifacts. At a distance
around the showcase, we hung gauze canvases from the
ceiling. “Virtual glass” was projected on the canvases,
mimicking the sides of the real showcase. Visitors were
able to crack or destroy this virtual glass either acciden-
tally or intentionally. The cracks in the glass were calcu-
latedusing thepositionof the visitors in the roomandwere
created precisely where the person stood in front of the
canvas. The distance between the person and the canvas

7 http://tell-genderes.de (last access: January 7, 2019).

determined the size of the crack. If a person crossed a cer-
tain distance threshold to the canvas, the glass collapsed
entirely – in the resulting peephole images or videos of de-
stroyed cultural heritage were shown (see Figure 7). After
some time, the crack vanished, and the algorithm started
again.

With Argus Vision, we were able to implement the
glass-animation remotely, using the mouse and keyboard
as a substitute for the actual presence of persons. We used
the position of the mouse pointer to simulate the position
of a visitor in front of the projection, whereas we used the
keyboard to change the proximity of the visitor to the can-
vas. We integrated Argus Vision only on site and after we
had set up the physical installation. We also wrote the an-
imation itself in Processing. Thus, to receive and process
the messages sent by Argus Vision to the animation appli-
cation,weused the sameOSCplugin and could rely onpre-
viously gained experiencewith the processing of theArgus
Vision syntax. However, this process has to be performed
in the same manner in every other tool or programming
language. Therefore, we aim to encapsulate this process as
a plug-in for a large number of different programming lan-
guages and tools. In thisway, exhibition designers are pro-
vided easier access toPersonandTriggerzonedatawithout
first having to perform a syntax analysis or create a suit-
able data structure.

http://tell-genderes.de
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Figure 8: Three Triggerzones as we placed them in front of the interactive world map in the first prototype.

In the exhibition space itself, we mounted all hard-
ware, including three Kinects on a truss on the ceiling fac-
ing the floor. To create an interactive, immersive experi-
ence for the visitors, we then merely substituted the in-
put devices used in the prototyping phase with the cen-
troid values from Argus Vision. The installation operated
maintenance-free for the duration of the exhibition. Dur-
ing one week of the exhibition, we also observed how visi-
tors interacted with the installation. Here, visitors initially
walked towards the real showcase, thereby implicitly in-
teracting with the canvases, which started to crack. Most
visitors noticed then that they could interact with the can-
vases. It was particularly noticeable that many visitors en-
gaged in playful interaction with the canvases, like hit-
ting the canvases or jumping up and down in front of
them. However, since we only used the position of the
visitors for calculating the cracks, these interactions had
no particular influence on the animation. Hence, we be-
lieve that most visitors either assumed the algorithm to be
more elaborate than it actually was or that they did not
care about the technology used as long as the animation
seemingly reacted to their movements. This again under-
lines the applicability of Triggerzones, which we used in
another case study.

4.2 Case Study “Rebuild Palmyra”

In the design and prototyping phase of the exhibition Re-
build Palmyra?, we used the Triggerzone functionality of
Argus Vision [22]. Here, we implemented an interactive

world map that showed ancient trade routes and what re-
sources were traded there. We printed the world map on
a large wall over which we projected the respective trade
routes. One of our first concepts was that the projection
would change depending on where the visitors stood in
front of the projection. Therefore, we divided that space
into distinct areas. If a person entered one of these ar-
eas, the trade route associated with it would be shown.
If the area was empty, the trade route disappeared. This
is a typical scenario for the use of Triggerzones. We po-
sitioned same-sized Triggerzones on the floor in front of
the projection and used these to control the display of the
trade routes (see Figure 8). We then used the tool Resol-
ume8 to change the content of the projection. Resolume
is a VJ tool, which is widely used in interactive installa-
tions and events and allows among others the triggering
and playback of a large number of video files at the same
time. It also supports communication with other tools via
OSC.Weprerendered all content and set each file to be trig-
gered on a specific OSC command sent by Argus Vision.
This enabled us to build a functioning prototype in a short
amount of time, with which we could test our intended in-
teraction techniquewith a few subjects. Here,we could ob-
serve that some of the subjects did not understand the link
between entering one of the areas and the display of trade
routes. Because of this, we redesigned our interaction con-
cept to a more explicit one: We placed amphoras in front
of the world map, each having a different resource in it.

8 https://resolume.com (last access: January 7, 2019).

https://resolume.com
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Figure 9: After lifting the lid of an amphora, a visitor watches the triggered projection.

When a visitor lifted the lid of an amphora, the respective
trade route of that resource was displayed (see Figure 9).
We again could test this principle by simply moving the
Triggerzones to the position of the amphoras and reduc-
ing their size to fit around the amphoras. This use case
highlights how the use of the Triggerzones can facilitate
the fast and easy prototyping of interactive installations –
especially combined with other tools.

4.3 Expert Interviews

In addition to the case studies, we conducted five expert
interviews with exhibition designers from leading exhibi-
tion design companies. For this purpose, we contacted fif-
teen exhibition design companies and asked for an inter-
view appointment. From this pool, we selected both of-
ficeswith a stronger focus on architectural and design pro-
cesses as well as offices with a stronger focus on the de-
sign of interactive installations. For the interview, we de-
rived a set of ordered questions that served as a guide-
line during the interview and for the analysis. We divided
the questions into three phases. Each interview started
with awarmup-phase, inwhichwe asked questions about
current projects, current trends in exhibition design, and
about work processes of the exhibition designers. After
that, we asked questions about Argus Vision and its func-
tions before we concluded with questions about possi-
ble applications and possibilities for further development.
Since the exhibition designers spoke a lot about their own

projects and also based answers on questions about Ar-
gus Vision on experiences from these projects, anonymiz-
ing the interviews would have meant to leave out crucial
information gained from the interviews. Therefore, the in-
tervieweeswere allowed to review the transcriptions of the
interviews and in turn permitted us to publish the inter-
viewswith their names. These transcriptswere the basis of
the analysis. Since large exhibition design companies typ-
ically outsource the implementation of interactive media
[20], the exhibition designers did not use the tool them-
selves but were shown the functions and user interface of
Argus Vision during the interview.We chose this approach
because we anticipated quick and valuable feedback from
experienced exhibition designers. In further research, we
aim to provide the tool for smaller exhibition design com-
panies to see how they apply the tool in real-world exhibi-
tions. Since the experts did not use the tool themselves,
we asked questions about the perceived usability of the
tool, possible use cases and possibilities for further devel-
opment. The interviewees were:
– Christoph Diederichs, Interaction Designer, Atelier

Markgraph, Frankfurt am Main
– Dominik Hegemann, Associate, Atelier Brückner,

Stuttgart
– Prof. Thomas Hundt, Founder and CEO, jangled

nerves, Stuttgart
– Sebastian Oschatz, CEO, MESO Digital Interiors,

Frankfurt am Main
– Prof. Eberhard Schlag, Project Director and Partner,

Atelier Brückner, Stuttgart
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All interviewees rated the user interface of Argus Vision
positively and described it among other things as “slick”
(all citations are translated by the authors) and “suitable.”
(Diederichs) They also highlighted the clarity of the in-
terface. Moreover, both the user interface as well as the
programming logic were considered to be easily under-
standable by several respondents. Hundt, for example,
described the interface as “tidy” and went on to explain
that it gives the impression that both he and his employ-
ees could “get started with it” immediately. While Hege-
mann stated that they would not use standardized track-
ing software, he saw a “large market [for Argus Vision] for
simple installations, especially in temporary exhibitions
and events.” In addition, several of the respondents could
imagine that an exhibition design team could work with
Argus Vision – “You do not have to be a computer scientist
to be able to operate it, that is the most important thing.”
(Schlag)

The interviewees also judged the Triggerzones func-
tionality and its ease-of-use favorably. Three of the five
interviewees could envision general applications for the
use of Triggerzones – MESO was even developing an in-
stallation that used a similar functionality, according to
Oschatz. Hundt also saw the possibility of using Trig-
gerzones in the prototyping phase: Especially since the
“[...] content and presentation comes first [...] it would,
of course, be interesting if testing, programming and sim-
ulating such environments becomes easier and faster”.
The experts also suggested possibilities for further de-
velopment. These include the combination of multiple
cameras to one virtual camera by blending the intersec-
tions of their field of view, the possibility to activate a
skeleton or gesture tracking and the development of a
frontend-editor, which allows the control of common in-
teractive media like animations, lights, or sound in the
user interface of Argus Control. One further aspect that
was stressed by several intervieweeswas that installations
in exhibitions need to be easily maintainable, both soft-
ware and hardware wise. For this reason, Oschatz sug-
gested that it would be beneficial for future exhibitions
to use smaller standardized platforms such as the Rasp-
berry Pi, because “if it doesn’t work, you throw away ei-
ther the memory card or the PI, but you’re reproducibly
back to how it worked before.” Moreover, all control in-
puts, such as the interface of Argus Control, should then
be made available via a web browser to allow the remote
control of all installations. Oschatz described Argus Vi-
sion as “one component in an ecosystem of different tech-
nologies used in exhibitions.” He continued that “if ex-
hibition designers knew what they could do with it,” Ar-
gus Vision alone “enables sensational possibilities.” Con-

sequently, Oschatz does not regard the further develop-
ment of Argus Vision as the most important future work,
but “the strategic and long-term isolation of the compo-
nents needed in the museum of the future” and thus, the
deployment of similar DIY Tools for each of these compo-
nents.

5 Results and Future Work

We demonstrated that Argus Vision can be used in exhibi-
tions by outlining the successful use of the tool both in the
prototyping phase as well as in the deployment of two in-
stallations in two separate exhibitions. The five expert in-
terviews with exhibition designers gave us valuable feed-
back on the tool and its usefulness for the target group.We
were able to gather ideas for the further development ofAr-
gus Vision. Overall, the interviewees judged the tool favor-
ably and could envision that especially small exhibition
design companies would use Argus Vision. In the future,
we will provide the tool to exhibition designers of such ex-
hibition design companies to evaluate the tool in a real-
world setting. Furthermore, we believe that the concept of
Triggerzones should be extended. The Triggerzones’ size
and position are only set once, at the implementation of
an installation. Additionally, the current version of Argus
Vision only allows the use of quad-shaped areas, yet other
shapes can be of interest to both exhibition designers and
researchers. One example scenario would be the model-
ing of proxemic interactions using circle-shaped Trigger-
zones that follow the tracked users. In another scenario,
one could imagine the size of the Triggerzones changing
depending on the number of people in the vicinity. While
these are interesting applications, the design space of such
applications and their applicability in a real-world context
still needs to be explored. Moreover, it should be noted
that adding more complex functions to the tool directly
contradicts our approach to making the tool easily us-
able for exhibition designers with no background in pro-
gramming. We see Argus Vision as a module for using
camera-tracking technology among a range of other tech-
nologies from which interactive installations are created.
Therefore, we see our future work in line with the vision
of one of our interviewees: We aim to investigate current
exhibitions, elicit the technological components used and
provide DIY Tools like Argus Vision for all of these differ-
ent components. These tools should integrate seamlessly,
making it possible to combine the functions of different
DIY Tools to rapidly prototype and create interactive exhi-
bitions.
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6 Conclusion
Argus Vision is a DIY Tracking Tool that enables interdisci-
plinary exhibition designers to design and implement im-
mersive exhibitions using implicit and explicit proxemic
interactions. Using Triggerzones, freely positionable vir-
tual areas in the room,we support the rapid prototyping of
interaction concepts and last-minute changes of settings
on the exhibition site. We successfully used the tool in two
real-world case studies both in the prototyping and in the
deployment of two installations, proving its applicability
in exhibitions. We also conducted expert interviews show-
ing that Argus Vision fulfills the requirements of the do-
main of exhibition design. By hiding the application of
complex tracking algorithms on the depth data of multi-
ple Kinects behind a user interface, exhibition designers
can focus on designing engaging exhibitions using inter-
active installations, without worrying about complex pro-
gramming or technological possibilities.
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